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From School Library Journal
Grade 8–10—Rosemary Goode doesn't have a carefree life; being an overweight binge eater makes her self-
conscious around other teens, and her Aunt Mary's constant criticizing doesn't help matters. Rosemary works
at her mother's salon, where she sees the beautiful and popular girls getting primped for dances. Her single
mother tries to help her, buying a treadmill (on which Rosemary hangs clothes) and arranging for therapy
sessions. Rosemary's friendship with a fitness-obsessed, friendly new girl improves her outlook on exercise,
and a budding relationship with Kyle, a popular athlete at school, confuses and exhilarates her. Her mother's
cancer diagnosis shocks and unnerves her, but the teen and her mom deal with the situation with realism and
honesty. Rosemary is a funny, sharp, and appealing narrator; Supplee has good insight into high school life,
especially cliques, and teenage body issues. Cancer and obesity are handled with humor, care, and
sensitivity. Southern euphemisms and speech are sprinkled throughout the novel, which takes place in a
small town in Tennessee, but not to excess. This has the breezy fun of recent YA chick lit, but with an
uncommon heroine dealing with serious issues.—Jennifer Schultz, Fauquier County Public Library,
Warrenton, VA
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
Cursed with the nickname “the Artichoke” after wearing an ill-chosen green jacket to school way back in
sixth grade, Rosemary continues to cope with the cool kids’ disdain by making food her friend. It’s a
treacherous ally, though, and when she tops 200 pounds, she decides to make radical changes and begins to
lose some serious weight. Then, Rosemary discovers that an A-list girl wants to befriend her, the boy she
adores returns her feelings, and (most incredible of all) her mother has cancer. Rosemary’s wry first-person
narration deftly portrays characters in her single-parent family, her high school, her mother’s beauty salon,
and her Tennessee town. Jolted by fears of losing her mother, Rosemary begins to look beyond her previous
preoccupations to see other people’s vulnerabilities as well as their more evident flaws. In her first novel,
Supplee brings a cast of original characters to life in this convincing and consistently entertaining narrative.
Grades 7-10. --Carolyn Phelan

Review
A sweet confection of southern charm and gentle humor. -VOYA
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improve you by providing much money, why don't you try it? Are you still quite baffled of where
understanding? Do you still have no concept with exactly what you are going to compose? Now, you will
need reading Artichoke's Heart By Suzanne Supplee A great author is an excellent user simultaneously. You
could define how you create depending on exactly what books to review. This Artichoke's Heart By Suzanne
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It?s not so easy being Rosemary Goode and tipping the scales at almost two hundred pounds? especially
when your mother runs the most successful (and gossipiest!) beauty shop in town. After a spectacularly
disastrous Christmas break when the scale reaches an all-time high?Rosemary realizes that things need to
change. (A certain basketball player, Kyle Cox, might have something to do with it.) So begins a powerful
year of transformation and a journey toward self-discovery that surprisingly has little to do with the physical,
and more to do with an honest look at how Rosemary feels about herself.
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Most helpful customer reviews

12 of 12 people found the following review helpful.
Courtesy of Teens Read Too
By TeensReadToo
Rosemary Goode is smart, funny, and sassy, but no one seems to notice. All anyone sees is her weight - all
200 pounds of it. She doesn't fit in at school, she finds herself getting made fun of by the popular Bluebirds,
and the only boyfriend she'll ever have is Mr. Hershey, or Mr. M&M.

At the start of a new year, Rosemary finds herself disappointed. Santa just brought her an unwanted treadmill
for Christmas and her Aunt Mary gave her tickets to a "Healing the Fat Girl Within" Conference. On top of
that, Rosemary's mother has sneakily set up counseling sessions for weight loss.

After a meltdown at her mother's gossipy salon, Rosemary decides she is going to lose the weight - on her
terms. Rosemary tries various methods to lose weight, but it's a slow process. When Rosemary's mother is
diagnosed with cancer, the distance between them grows even more and Rosemary tries to keep from turning
back to food. Things start to look up when Kyle Cox, the school's newest football star, starts to take a notice
in Rosemary. But how can popular, good-looking Kyle ever like a girl like Rosemary? And how will
Rosemary bridge the ever-growing gap between her and her mother?

ARTICHOKE'S HEART is one of those books I wanted to stay in bed on a rainy day with and never stop
reading. The cover and storyline may make you think this is light chick-lit, but the plot digs much deeper and
carries a wide range of emotions that are great for any mood.

Rosemary is a fantastic character and her growth throughout the book is realistic. I was cheering her on the
whole way through and felt as though I was on the journey with her. I also have to admit I had a bit of a
crush on Kyle while reading this book! Author Suzanne Supplee put so much into her characters; they felt
real and I didn't want to leave them. The Southern setting added an extra dose of charm to the story. I'm
looking forward to reading more from this author in the future!

Reviewed by: Sarah Bean the Green Bean Teen Queen

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
A Book Everyone Should Read!
By Harmony Book Reviews
Wow. I was so incredibly blown away by Artichoke's Heart. I only wish I'd picked it up sooner. The one
thing that stopped me from doing so was the fact it was about a "fat" girl losing weight and generally, I shy
away from those books. I rarely find them to be realistic and since I relate to this subject very closely, it just
aggravates me. But Artichoke's Heart by Suzanne Supplee did anything but that.

Rosemary Goode is probably the most realistic character I've read about. Yes, she's "fat" to some people but
she also has an incredible personality. The way she thinks and sees other people from a "fat girls"
perspective is something you don't ever really hear about but is easily understood, especially when you've
been through a similar experience. For those who can't relate to the way she thinks, Artichoke's Heart would



definitely be an eye-opener.

The way Supplee handled the weight issue was amazing. People who are skinny seem to think that losing
weight is simple as putting it on and that you can just decide you aren't going to be fat anymore. Yeah, sorry,
but it doesn't happen like that. Supplee brings truth to what really goes on in a fat girl's mind.

The romance portion of the novel was also well-written. I just wish there were more boys like Kyle in the
world.

Truthfully, I wish that I could force everyone to read this novel. It blew me away and I'm positive I'm not the
only one. So, if you're going out to be a book this weekend, buy this one. You won't regret it!

5 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Heartwarming Story of a Southern "Big Girl"
By K. Fournier
Rosemary is sweet, funny, and is always helping out at her mom's beauty salon in small town, Tennessee.
She isn't happy with herself, though- she wants to drop some of her 190 pounds. When a regular customer
and friend has a heart attack related to obesity, Rosemary starts getting drastic in her efforts.
Rosemary's life is filled with women - the only male character in the book is her love interest. Her family
consists of her mom, aunt and grandmother. Despite this, the characters in this book are humorously realistic,
and I thought this was a great book on self-image and battling weight loss, especially for young adults. I
especially love the friendship between Rosie and Kay-Kay, one of the most beautiful girls at school.

See all 44 customer reviews...
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